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A novel RF pulse designed to perform adiabatic s lice-selective but with a minimum of two scans. A sign switching of
excitation for surface coils (ASSESS) is proposed in which B0 frequency or gradient modulation for alternate scans is
gradient is modulated in concert with RF frequency modulation. needed. The main drawback of this method is that, due to
Within the selected slice, the principles of BIR4 pulses are em- the need for subtraction, motion, or other instabilities will
ployed to obtain well-defined, pure-phase and self-refocused spin lead to contamination by magnetization outside the se-
rotation of arbitrary flip angles despite the presence of high B1 lected slice. Perturbation of equilibrium magnetization
inhomogeneity produced by surface coils. Outside the slice, advan-

outside the slice also makes multislice imaging impossi-tage is taken of the B1 field to dephase equilibrium magnetization
ble. Saranathan and Kushmerick (9 ) proposed to replaceto achieve slice selection or outer-volume suppression. This scheme
each segment of a DANTE pulse (10 ) with small-flip-should be useful for many localization techniques. Quaternion
angle BIR4 pulses (6 ) to obtain frequency-selective adia-analysis of the overall propagator of the proposed pulse and nu-
batic excitation. At least 10 BIR4 pulses [ i.e., 40 adiabaticmerical simulations using Bloch equations are performed. The
half-passage (AHP) pulses ] are needed to generate rea-pulse is tested experimentally on a phantom sample. q 1997 Academic

sonably selective excitation. Excessive RF power deposi-Press

tion is unavoidable with this approach. de Graaf et al.
(11 ) combined the GMAX and BIR pulses and proposed
a single-shot, adiabatic, universal-rotator pulse of arbi-INTRODUCTION
trary flip angles for surface-coil applications (BISS8) .
Magnetization outside the slice is not perturbed. This isThe high sensitivity and restricted field of view of surface
an ideal pulse except that the requirements of eight adia-coils have made them an important tool in in vivo spectros-
batic half-passage pulses cause significant RF power de-copy and imaging. A limitation of surface coils is their high
position and long pulse duration, and the need for abruptB1 inhomogeneity, which makes them unsuitable as RF trans-
gradient switching at its maximum strength complicatesmission coils for many RF pulses and multipulse sequences,
its implementation due to finite gradient slew rate. Allthe performance of which degrades significantly in the pres-
these have limited its practical usage and quality of experi-ence of B1 inhomogeneity. Such limitations have stimulated
mental performance (11 ) .the design of various adiabatic pulses which can induce well-

In this paper, we propose a new approach to the designbehaved spin transformations when surface coils are used
of slice-selective adiabatic excitation pulses (ASSESS)for RF transmission. Many efforts have been made to design
combining the GMAX and BIR4 pulses. An unmodifiedadiabatic pulses for selective inversion (1) and refocusing
BIR4 pulse is applied during the presence of temporal B0(2) , nonselective excitation (3, 4) , refocusing (5) , and uni-
modulation and spatial B1 inhomogeneity. Only four AHPversal rotations of arbitrary flip angles (6) .
pulses are required. No abrupt gradient switching is neces-The development of a slice-selective adiabatic excita-
sary. Well-defined slice profiles are obtained experimentally.tion pulse, although very desirable in spatial localization
In our approach, magnetization outside the selected slice isand two-dimensional imaging, has been elusive. Few at-
dephased by the B1 field. Therefore, interleaved multiple-tempts have been made since the introduction to Fourier
slice imaging is not possible. However, we believe that thetransform NMR of efficient adiabatic sweep pulses more
relatively low RF power requirements as well as excellentthan 10 years ago (7 ) . Johnson et al. (8 ) first proposed
experimental performance of this pulse make it a good candi-a gradient-modulated adiabatic excitation (GMAX) pulse.
date for practical implementation. Modifications of the ASS-With a temporally modulated B0 gradient and a NOM
ESS pulse to avoid perturbation of magnetization outsidepulse (3 ) , slice selection is achieved using a single pulse,
the chosen slice or to achieve complete suppression of mag-
netization outside the slice regardless of the B1 homogeneity
will also be discussed.† To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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73ADIABATIC SLICE SELECTION FOR SURFACE COILS

The four-segment ASSESS pulse is given in Fig. 2 with
its cancatenation of RF amplitude, frequency, and phase
modulations identical to a standard BIR4 pulse. The phase
modulation f( t) has two discontinuous phase shifts defined
by

Df1 Å 0Df2 Å 1807 / u /2. [4]

The in-slice flip angle is u. The gradient modulation is identi-
cal to the frequency modulation except the polarity of the
gradient is unchanged during the pulse.

FIG. 1. t( t *) vs t* obtained from the modified NOM procedure de- In the FM frame, the effect of frequency modulation ap-
scribed in Refs. (8, 11) using tanh/sech as the starting functions for ampli- pears as an additional resonance offset given by v( t) (12) ;
tude and frequency/gradient modulations. The adiabatic half-passage pulse

the total apparent resonance offset during the execution of(AHP) is optimized for the n(r) range of 0.2 Ç 5 and the g0(r) range of
the ASSESS pulse in the absence of chemical-shift offset1.5 Ç 12.5 as described in the text.
and B0 inhomogeneity is therefore

Dv(r , t) Å [g0(r) 0 1]AF2( t) . [5]
THEORY

The slice thickness is defined by g0(r) Å {1. Within the
We describe the ASSESS pulse in the frequency-modu- selected slice, the RF frequency modulation dictates the sign

lated (FM) frame (12) . The basic components of the ASS- of Dv(r , t) ; thus, an exact BIR4 rotation of u degrees is
ESS pulse (an AHP pulse) are described by the equations obtained after the ASSESS pulse. It is important to note that,

for such a rotation, the overall rotation angle and the position
of the overall rotation axis are fixed regardless of the reso-B1(r , t) Å n(r)AF1( t) [1]
nance offset (or spatial position for gradient-induced reso-

v( t) Å AF2( t) [2] nance offset) . This will be demonstrated below by calcula-
tion of the quaternions of ASSESS pulses.G(r , t) Å g0(r)AF2( t) , [3]

It has been shown previous (13, 14) that composite rota-
tions can be conveniently described by the quaternion ele-

where B1 (r , t ) is the RF amplitude as a function of spatial ments of their overall propagator, which allows an evaluation
location and time, v( t ) is the RF frequency modulation, of the position of the overall rotation axes as well as the
G (r , t ) is the gradient modulation in the dimension of overall rotation angle regardless of the initial position of the
frequency, n(r ) is the normalized B1 spatial inhomogene- magnetization. As given by Emsley and Bodenhausen (15) ,
ity factor [ÅB1max (r ) /A ] , A is the amplitude of frequency the quaternions of the overall propagator are related to the
modulation, g0 (r ) is the signed normalized gradient factor net rotation angle u and the position of the overall rotation
[ÅGmax (r ) /A ] , F1 ( t ) is the dimensionless RF amplitude- axis by
modulation function starting from zero and growing to
unity, and F2 ( t ) is the dimensionless RF frequency and A Å 0lxxsin(u /2) [6]
gradient amplitude-modulation function starting from

B Å 0lyysin(u /2) [7]unity and decaying to zero. The adiabatic half-passage
pulse duration is T . C Å 0lzzsin(u /2) [8]

As discussed previously (8, 11) , many different F1( t) and
D Å cos(u /2) , [9]F2( t) modulation functions (e.g., the tanh/sech pair) can be

used. However, better performance is obtainable using the
modified NOM procedure (8, 11) including time-dependent where lxx , lyy , and lzz are directional cosines of the overall

rotation axis. The quaternions of the 907 ASSESS pulseresonance-offset terms produced by the B0 gradient modula-
tion. The following parameters are used for simulation and depicted in Fig. 2 at n(r) Å 1 in the phase-modulated (PM)

frame (12) are given in Fig. 3.experimental test in this study: T Å 5 ms, A Å 4000 Hz.
The pulse is optimized for n(r) Å 0.2–5, g0(r) Å 1.5–12.5. As shown in Fig. 3, the overall rotation axis is along the

x axis regardless of the variation in resonance offset inducedThe optimization procedure is similar to that given in Refs.
(8, 11) using the tanh/sech pair as the trial functions. The by the B0 gradient except for the two narrow transition re-

gions. This is indicated by the fact that B Å C Å 0. The netresulting time-substitution function t( t *) vs t* is plotted in
Fig. 1. rotation angle is 907 within the selected slice [01 õ g0(r)
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74 SHEN AND ROTHMAN

FIG. 2. RF amplitude (a) , phase (b) , frequency (c) , and B0 gradient (d) modulations as a function of sample points of the ASSESS pulse. The RF
amplitude, frequency, and B0 gradient are normalized to A . The RF phase (instead of frequency) modulation is in the units of degrees. The pulse is
implemented according to the RF amplitude and phase modulations shown above. The desired flip angle is generated by the two discontinuous phase
shifts defined by Eq. [4] . The modulation functions shown are optimized to perform adiabatically over a predefined range of n(r) (0.2 Ç 5) and g0(r)
(1.5 Ç 12.5) . A Å 4 kHz, T Å 5 ms, u Å p /2.

õ 1], where A Å 0sin(p /4) , D Å cos(p /4) . Outside the four, respectively. This is accomplished by the sign changes
slice, the net rotation angle varies with resonance offset. of Dv(r , t) defined by Eq. [5] and the changes of the
This is confirmed by the Bloch simulations on equilibrium direction of frequency sweep shown in Fig. 2. Although
magnetization (data not shown). Within the slice Mx Å Mz chemical shift and B0 inhomogeneity terms are not included
Å 0 and My Å 1, while outside the slice Mx Å 0, My and Mz in Eq. [5] for simplicity, it can be shown that the rotations
vary between 01 and /1. It first appears that such a pulse caused by the overall effective field, including chemical shift
is of little use due to its ‘‘poor’’ performance outside the and B0 inhomogeneity terms during segments one and two,
selected slice. However, when acting on equilibrium magne- is also refocused for in-slice magnetization by the corre-
tization, the effective field produced by the ASSESS pulse sponding rotations during segment three and four. Outside
is perpendicular to the magnetization throughout the whole the slice, the preservation of the polarity of the gradient
duration of the pulse as is the case for a conventional BIR4 ensures that a sign switch of Dv(r , t) does not occur. There-
pulse. Dephasing during one segment of the pulse is (5) fore, dephasing by B1 spatial inhomogeneity is accumulated

rather than refocused. In addition, the oscillation of the sign
of the magnetization outside the selected slice as a function

Éf(r)É Å *
T

0

\Beff (r , t)\dt , [10]
of gradient-induced offset at a constant B1 produces a de-
phasing similar to that of a noise pulse. The combination of

where both dephasing mechanisms leads to excellent suppression
of equilibrium magnetization outside the chosen slice. This
will be demonstrated experimentally under Experimental.Beff (r , t) Å [B1(r , t) , 0, Dv(r , t)] . [11]

It should be pointed out that clean slice selection is feasi-
ble only when the initial RF field is normal to that of theWithin the selected slice, dephasing due to B1 inhomoge-
magnetization. This is possible for equilibrium magnetiza-neity produced by a surface transmission coil during seg-

ments one and two is refocused during segment three and tions, but it applies only to one component of the transverse
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75ADIABATIC SLICE SELECTION FOR SURFACE COILS

FIG. 3. Quaternion elements of the ASSESS pulse depicted in Fig. 2 as a function of g0(r) at n(r) Å 1.0. (a) Quaternion element A, (b) quaternion
element B, (c) quaternion element C, and (d) quaternion element D. Significant oscillation occurs for quaternions A and D outside the selected slice as
a function of g0(r) at constant n(r) .

magnetization. The other component, which is parallel to Bloch simulations of the final position of the equilibrium
magnetization as a function of B1 inhomogeneity factor n(r)the B1 field, will be spin-locked during the entire pulse and

will not be dephased by spatial B1 inhomogeneity produced over a range of 0.2 Ç 5 at g0(r) Å 0.0 are performed using
the same pulse (data not shown). Essentially, Mx Å Mz Åby a surface transmission coil. Offset slices (rs x 0) can be

obtained by modulating the RF pulse with 0 and My Å 1 are maintained despite the presence of B1

inhomogeneity with only small oscillations in Mx visible.
Bloch simulations of the excitation profile as a function ofexpF2pi *

T

t

g0(rs )AF2( t)dtG
as a result of the shift theorem given in Ref. (16) .

Since the AHP pulse employed has been optimized to
perform adiabatically over a predefined g0(r) and a prede-
fined n(r) range, we should expect that within the selected
slice the ASSESS pulse behaves nearly the same over a
certain range of B1 inhomogeneity, in this case, n(r) Å 0.2
Ç 5. This is confirmed by quaternion calculations as shown
in Fig. 4. Outside the selected slice, the dephasing caused
by B1 inhomogeneity plus oscillation of magnetization along
the slice-selection direction ensures the suppression of mag-
netization as discussed above. In Fig. 4, quaternion elements

FIG. 4. Quaternion analysis of the ASSESS pulse depicted in Fig. 2 asof the ASSESS pulse depicted in Fig. 2 are calculated as a
a function of inhomogeneity factor n(r) over a range of 0.2 Ç 5 at g0(r)function of inhomogeneity factor n(r) over a range of 0.2
Å 0.0. A Å 0sin(p /4) , B Å C Å 0, and D Å cos(p /4) are maintainedÇ 5 at g0(r) Å 0.0. As expected, A Å 0sin(p /4) , B Å despite the presence of B1 inhomogeneity with only small oscillations in

C Å 0, and D Å cos(p /4) are maintained despite the B1 quaternion element B visible. Solid line, A; dotted-dashed, B; dotted line,
C; and dashed line line, D.inhomogeneity with only small oscillations in B visible.
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76 SHEN AND ROTHMAN

FIG. 5. Bloch simulations of the ASSESS pulse depicted in Fig. 2 as
a function of inhomogeneity factor n(r) over a range of 0.2 Ç 5 at g0(r)

FIG. 6. Quaternion elements of the mASSESS 907 pulse as a functionÅ 0.5. Mx Å Mz Å 0 and My Å 1 are maintained despite the presence of
of g0 (r ) at n(r ) Å 1.0. The pulse is identical to that depicted in Fig. 2

B1 inhomogeneity with marginal oscillations in Mx visible. Dotted-dashed
except the gradient polarity of the second and third segments is reversed.

line, Mx ; dashed line, My ; and solid line, Mz . Solid line, quaternion element A; dotted-dashed line, quaternion element
B; dashed line; quaternion element C; and dotted line, quaternion ele-
ment D.

n(r) over a range of 0.2 Ç 5 at g0(r) Å 0.5 is shown in
Fig. 5. As expected, degradation is only marginal. Similar
results are obtained for 00.6 õ g0(r) õ 0.6, leading to a

the case of the ASSESS pulse, nonzero chemical-shift offsetvery desirable ‘‘top-hat’’ slice profile. This is also confirmed
and B0 inhomogeneity, if present, are not refocused here.experimentally in this study.
The slice profile degrades quickly with increasing chemical-If the polarity of the gradient modulation for the second
shift offset and B0 inhomogeneity.and third segments of the ASSESS pulse is reversed, a true

An alternative modification explores the symmetry prop-zero rotation outside the selected slice is obtained regardless
erties of ASSESS pulses. The sign of the frequency responseof B1 inhomogeneity. Therefore, the magnetization outside
of a 0u degree and a 180 / u degree ASSESS pulse relativethe selected slice is not perturbed. Within the selected slice,
to that of a u degree ASSESS pulse is given in Table 1. Thisa BIR4 rotation of arbitrary flip angles similar to that of
is also true in the presence of chemical-shift offset and B0ASSESS pulse is preserved, except that the rotations caused
inhomogeneity. Therefore, subtraction of two scans pro-by the effective field consist of B0 resonance offset generated
duced by a 907 and a 0907 ASSESS pulse generates com-by gradient modulation, and possible inhomogeneous B1

plete suppression of magnetization outside the selected slicefield during each odd-numbered segment are refocused dur-
independent of the homogeneity of the B1 field and of chemi-ing its subsequent even-numbered segment.
cal-shift offset. The oscillations outside the slice cancel afterQuaternion calculations of the overall propagator of this
the subtraction. The results of Bloch simulation using themodified ASSESS 907 pulse (referred to as mASSESS) are
pulse parameters given in the legend to Fig. 2 are shown inshown in Fig. 6 and the corresponding Bloch simulations of
Fig. 8. This scheme is useful for complete outer-volumethis pulse acting on equilibrium magnetization are shown in

Fig. 7. The same pulse parameters as those in Fig. 2 are
employed here. It can be seen from Figs. 6 and 7 that the
same 907 rotation along the x axis is obtained within the
selected slice [as indicated by A Å 0sin(p /4) , B Å C Å
0, and D Å cos(p /4)] despite the variation in resonance
offset generated by B0-gradient modulation. Outside the se-
lected slice, the net rotation angle is zero (A Å B Å C Å
0, and D Å 1) regardless of resonance offset generated by
B0-gradient modulation. Slice selection in this case does not
depend on B1 inhomogeneity. Although n(r) Å 1.0 is used
here, the slice profiles do not degrade with any significance
over the predefined n(r) range, due to the adiabatic behavior
of the AHP components of the mASSESS pulse. There are,
however, two distinct drawbacks of the mASSESS pulse
which limit its practical usefulness. One is the necessity of FIG. 7. Bloch simulations of the mASSESS 907 pulse used in Fig. 6
abrupt gradient switching at its maximum strength, which acting on equilibrium magnetization as a function of g0(r) at n(r) Å 1.0.

Dotted-dashed line, Mx ; solid line, My .complicates its implementation. The other is that, unlike in
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TABLE 1
Relative Sign Changes of the Frequency Response

of ASSESS Pulses Applied along the x Axis

Flip angle

u 0u 1807 / u

Slice In Out In Out In Out

My / / 0 / 0 /
Mz / / / / 0 /

suppression for in vivo spectroscopy where buildup of a
useful signal-to-noise ratio requires many scans.

EXPERIMENTAL

To test the performance of the ASSESS pulse, phantom
experiments were performed with a 2.1 T Bruker Avance
horizontal-bore spectrometer (Bruker Instruments, Billerica,
Massachusetts) . First, a water-filled cylindrical phantom of

FIG. 9. A gradient-echo slice profile of a water-filled cylindrical phan-12 cm diameter was placed along the z direction on a 7.5-
tom produced by the 907 ASSESS excitation pulse depicted in Fig. 2 andcm-diameter, single-turn surface coil, which was employed
a readout gradient along the slice selection direction. A single-turn 7.5 cmfor RF transmission and reception. The 907 ASSESS pulse
surface coil was used for RF transmission and reception. The maximum

described in Fig. 2 was used for excitation of a slice along gradient strength was 6.7 mT/m, giving a slice thickness of 2.7 cm. (a)
x axis. The maximum gradient strength available for our Absorptive mode; (b) dispersive mode.
spectrometer (2894 Hz/cm or 6.7 mT/m) was used for
G0max . This gives a theoretical slice thickness of 2 1 4000

absorptive and dispersive modes) are shown in Fig. 9. TheHz/2894 Hz/cm Å 2.7 cm. The peak RF amplitude was
measured width at half-height of the profile is 3125 Hz/calibrated to generate a 907 rectangular pulse of 25 ms in
(40% 1 2894 Hz/cm) Å 2.7 cm, which is in excellentthe coil center (corresponding to a maximum n(r) Å 2.5) .
agreement with the theoretical prediction. Nearly uniformA single-scan gradient echo using a readout gradient along
excitation of magnetization within the selected slice and ex-the x axis was collected using a gradient strength 40% of
cellent suppression of magnetization outside the selectedG0max and a FOV of 29 cm. The carrier frequency was set
slice were obtained with a single scan. No spoiler gradienton the resonance of water. The experimental profiles (both
was used. This confirmed our prediction of the plausibility
of slice selection with ASSESS pulses under Theory. The
quality of the slice profile compares favorably with that of
the BISS8 pulse (11) . It is also interesting to note that the
dispersive component within the two transition regions was
not observed experimentally. This is again due to the dephas-
ing caused by B1 inhomogeneity produced by the surface
transmission coil which causes the destructive addition over
space of the dispersive signals of the transition regions.

Second, to experimentally determine the tolerance of the
pulse to B1 , we applied the same ASSESS pulse to select a
z slice and add a phase-encoding gradient along the y axis
to acquire a slice image as shown in Fig. 10. As in Fig. 9,
a well-defined slice was obtained. This again confirmed the

FIG. 8. Bloch simulations of the substraction of two scans generated
theoretical prediction that the magnetization outside the se-by a 907 and a 0907 ASSESS pulse. The pulse parameters in Fig. 2 with
lected slice is dephased by the high B1 inhomogeneity pro-n(r) Å 1.0 are used. Oscillations in My and Mz are cancelled. Dotted line,

Mx ; solid line, My ; and dashed line, Mz . duced by the surface transmission coil employed. The decay
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small-bore spectrometers and increasingly available on
whole-body human systems. The other advantage of the
ASSESS pulse is that it uses half the pulse duration and
deposits half of the RF power required by the BISS8 pulse
under the same experimental conditions. This obviously ex-
tends the scope of practical applications of adiabatic slice-
selective excitation pulses, particularly for human studies.
The disadvantage of the ASSESS pulse is the perturbation
of magnetization outside the selected slice and the limitation
of slice selection to mainly equilibrium magnetizations.

When the gradient polarity of the second and the third
segments of ASSESS pulses is reversed, a genuine slice-
selective universal rotator pulse (mASSESS) is obtained.
However, the nonzero chemical-shift offset and B0 inhomo-
geneity are not refocused with this approach, which limits
the practical applications of the mASSESS pulse. Exploring
the symmetry properties of the ASSESS pulse, subtraction
of two scans with proper change of flip angle in the second
scan produces complete suppression of outer magnetization
independent of B0 , B1 homogeneity, and chemical-shift off-
set. This method is of advantage over the subtraction meth-
ods such as 1D ISIS or GMAX when the selected slice or

FIG. 10. A z-slice image of the same phantom produced by the 907
volume is small compared to the total volume excited byASSESS excitation pulse depicted in Fig. 2. The phase encoding is along
the coil. The 1D ISIS and GMAX methods require extractingy while the slice selection and readout direction are along z . FOVz Å FOVy

Å 43 cm. The acquisition size is 256 1 128. small differences from two large signals, putting high de-
mand on the dynamic range of the ADC and restricting the
receiver gain setting from obtaining the optimal signal-to-
noise ratio. In contrast, by using the ASSESS pulse, outer-of signal intensity along y is due to unavoidable B1 depen-
volume signals are greatly suppressed in each scan beforedence of signal detection using surface coils. It is shown
subtraction.in Fig. 10 that the signal intensity decays smoothly with

increasing distance from the coil center, indicating uniform
excitation despite at least a 10-fold variation in B1 strength.

Finally, the in-slice image of the slice shown in Fig. 10
was obtained by changing the readout direction from the z
axis to the x axis. The result is shown in Fig. 11. Once again,
a slice-selective, uniform, adiabatic excitation was obtained
despite the presence of the high-B1 inhomogeneity produced
by the surface transmission coil employed.

DISCUSSION

As with the BISS8 pulse, the ASSESS pulse overcomes
the disadvantages of 1D ISIS and the GMAX methods,
which require motion-sensitive subtraction of two scans. The
ASSESS pulse has advantages over the BISS8 pulse in that
no segmentation of pulses is needed in its implementation.
Compared to the BISS8 pulse, which requires abrupt switch-
ing of gradient polarity at its maximum strength, the ASS-
ESS pulse places less demand on gradient performance. In
this study, we are limited by the maximum gradient strength
of our current hardware (6.7 mT/m). The slice thickness of
the ASSESS pulse is inversely proportional to the peak gra- FIG. 11. Two-dimensional gradient-echo in-slice image of the same
dient strength. A much thinner (than 2.7 cm) slice can be phantom obtained with the ASSESS pulse shown in Fig. 2. Similar experi-

mental parameters as described in the legend to Fig. 10 were employed.readily obtained with higher gradient strength available in
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